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1 . 

This invention relates to; ?shinareels and reference to various features for iInPrQvi-ne the 
construction and‘ operation of 511th reels, 
One of ‘the objects: or the present invention is. 

the provision of means providing an autqmatit 
and adjustable .snuhhin tiqn ' 11.1.9 a?qltii M91??? 

. .. . y to prevent heel? 
lash this respect the present invention .0031“ 
stitutes an improvement on the riisqlqsure 0.1" 
my prior'United States. Patent NQ- .2.,%5%,5_9° 
A further object .01? the. inventiqn is to arouse 

a-thrust hearing to; the spool to take care elite 
matically .of misalignment of spool; The 
provision .of a ireely and smqqthly ordi, arilv requires the ear . _. n. .. _. 

to a degree voi precision ‘which becomes 1219* 
hibitire in a .de c of this type not only because 

., v ._ Jinan; the parts but became 
of dii?culty of assembly if reasonable .tglerarnce 
or clearancesis not rrpvidei aqcerqaece 
with the preset inventlan the requirements i9; 
high precision aalstructiae are substantially 
lesseaeslwsince a simple thrust beaniineis m6 

' 13:9??? 9i raise-ligament of parts 
sis and having réasonabie else“ 

a to slight assembly errqrs- ‘ 
- . ether obiects of the invention pare 

ticalerlyl eating it? details- .of eoastructiqn’wiill 
become apparent from" the following desermaqn 
read‘ in sQnJanctiQn with the aecqmaailying 
drawings in whiqh; 
Figure ,1 anteler . ‘on :of 

th infects of the inventiqn'; 
Figure .2 an axial .sectiqrfrthr‘ough the reel; 
Figure? is anelevation of the right-hand end 

of the reel as viewed in Figure v1; 
Figure 4 is .ansectional View taken on the plane 

indicated at 41-4 in'Figure ‘1; ' 
Figure 5 is ,a transverse ‘section taken on a 

plane indicated at 5'—-5 in Figure 2; 
Figure .6 an elevation, partly in section, 

showing the parts associated with the left-hand 
end-of .thelreel viewed outwardly from the ‘plane 
imitated at 616 in Figure ,2; and 
Figure 7 isanenlerged sectionltaken .on the 

plane indicated at~1—"l in Figure 5. 
Metallic ‘rings-2 and 4 support Bakelite end 

members 16 ‘and .‘8 tolprov'ide a frame assembly 
held together by spacers and bolts indicatedat 
II in Figure ‘l. '{I}he frame also [comprises a 
sheet metal member providing the saddle 1,2 
adapted to be secured to the rod! 
A shaft 4'4 -.carries ‘the 55100411 which may The 

made-i111 two sections '16 and .18 and provided 
with .a passage .30- .fQ'r' securing - the end 9f‘ the 

{a ‘reel embodying 
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‘ Shank .za'ihréaqe'siirto the bus ms 22, 

.. . has. timed therein a 
bushing .22 ‘in which. is .d a News bear: 
ins. 2.4 thmush vhiqh leases. ‘on? and 'Of the 
81299.1 shaft '9.- A straw member 25' has its 

_ .. _. .. ' Kskiit 

3." graders the @2151 .9; the Pushing mid Provides 
a lingerie is; write @?iwhiéh STei‘vé’S' ffi'ct'i'ii?? 
“11y t9 hqld metre”? .24? iii" adjusted 'iidsitibn 
A bore in the sha ‘,8 .Qf’the' screwieejewesa 
slidable thrust memb ‘3.2 whiéh'is provided with 
a sphericaldepression for ‘re'(Eeptibii~ of the 
Spherical, ‘ens ‘pf ‘aeishariiwf estate" a 
presses the member =(t'i'in ardly", the tension of 
this spring"34“beingfadjiistabl'e "rotation ' 
the sc’iewheliibélli “' 
The shaft l4 car'fieswapini‘on' 38 with which 

cooperates a click '4‘2 qontrolled by a springflm 
and mounted iIf'a'slét ?fty means ‘6r a pin. 
44 which may he‘rrivoved by'tlié 'l?sherman’s ?nger‘ 
from the exterior?of the ‘reel; The arrange; 
ment “is such that ‘thejenlarge_d"‘sl_ianl__z .o'f?the' 
.click'may move inwardly lor'outwardlyjby‘ the 
ends‘ of‘ the spring‘ Q?fa d' the spring‘ will yield 
laterally to permit the‘plnion to' rotate with ‘a 
clicking sound ‘wherrtlieieliclg'fis inits inner- 
position. 
Forced into onejeridof' the‘reel is a ring 4t 

preferably of bronze'wn‘ieh; as ‘viewed in Fig 
ure 7, has‘a .downwardylyjicqnveig surface. rl‘h'is 
end of the shaft I51 “is ?attened as indicated at 
50 and over vit there 'isilocated a‘ ?at washer ~52 
which is preferably pf stainless steel.- 'Awsplit 
ring 54 enters ajgr‘oove‘ 56’ in the shaft to hold 
this washer asseinbled' withithe spool. The spool» 
is provided withfa clearance extending ‘beyond 
the periphery of ‘the washer-52 so that-as will 
be evident from'Figure-2 ‘the washerhas 'a-limited 
but free possibilityi‘of rocking on the ring 43. 
A plate 58 carried'by theend member L6'sup 

ports a‘ bronze ‘brushing >6_0,"the' upper surface "of 
which, as viewed Figure-'7, is smooth‘ and hat 
so that the wamer?'linay bear thereagainst. 
Relative rotation oeours betv‘veenthis bushing and 
the Washer, the letter Reine Provided with e m4 
tangular ,opening ?tting the iiat endeffit of the 
shaft 14 so that the washer is constrained to ro 
tate with the shaft. _'_I‘h‘_e‘washerlandbushingare 
always in Vflatwise ‘contaet despite misalignment 
of thesliaf? ‘4.91.9.8 to, thei'ifeqttliet ‘amnesty 
of the ring 4.8 pelimitslrelativeangular movemé?t 
between thespool and the Washer 52-’ ‘P118 ‘Gilli 
62 of the shaft Mis'?provided with: a bearing "in 
the form of a here time screw :53 thrée‘déii iii-t6“ 
a bushing .64 .carrieaby tlié end membér i6; ' A 
spring pressed hall :19 "atrmellylcléses en‘ 011mg 
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opening in the screw 68. The bearing of the 
shaft end 62 is made relatively loose and serves 
primarily for approximate alignment of the spool 
in the frame. This bearing does not assume any 
of the thrust exerted by the spring 34, which 
thrust is taken by the contact between the washer 
52 and the bushing 60. 
A pin ‘I2 riveted to the plate 58 provides a bear 

ing for the hub ‘I4 of a ratchet ‘I8, lengthwise 
movement of the hub relative to the pin ‘I2 being 
prevented by a pin 'I‘I extending through the hub 
and engaging a groove in the pin ‘I2. The hub ‘I4 
is flattened as indicated at 16 and is threaded at 
its outer end as indicated at 15. ' 
On the hub "I4 are assembled various elements 

including a metallic washer ‘I9 and a ?ber washer 
80. Both of these are provided with circular 
openings so that they are free to rotate inde 
pendently of the hub. The ?ber washer 80 is 
seated in a hollow in a gear 82 which is also pro 
vided in its lower side as viewed in Figure 7 with a 
bore for the reception of a series of washers 84, 
86, 88, 90 and 92. Washers 84, 88 and 92 are 
metallic. Washers 86 and 90 are of ?ber. Wash 
ers 84 and 92 are provided with non-circular 
openings ?tting the ?attened portion of the hub 
‘I4 so that these washers are constrained to ro 
tate with the hub. Fiber washers 86 and 90 are 
provided with circular openings so that they are 
free to rotate relative to the hub. The metallic 
washer 88 is also provided with a circular open 
ing so that it is free to rotate with respect to the 
hub. However, it is provided with ears 94 en 
gageable in slots in the walls of the bore in the 
gear 82 so that this washer must rotate with the 
gear. 
A sleeve 96 surrounds the outer portion of the 

hub ‘I4 and is arranged to be engaged by the nut 
I00 provided with arms easily grasped by the 
?ngers. The nut I00 is threaded on the threads 
‘I5 of the hub and, as will be evident from the 
drawings, may be tightened so as to force tight 
ly together and against the ratchet ‘I8 all of the 
parts threaded on the hub 14. A clutching action 
is thus provided so that the hub ‘I4 drives the, 
gear 82 through the washers 84 and 92 rotating 
with the hub, the ?ber washers 86 and 90 and the 
washer 94 which rotates with the gear. 
‘An arm I02 carrying the handle I04 is secured 

to the end of the hub ‘I4 by a screw I08. The arm 
I02 carries a projection I08 which is adapted to 
engage a projecting knob II4 extending from a 
lever H2 which is secured to a spindle IIO 
mounted in the end member 6 and the plate 58. 
A transverse pin IIB carried by the spindle co 
operates with a cam member II8 provided with 
notches I20 and I20’. The cam member II8 car 
ries a plate I22 having an ear I24 arranged to 
slide in a slot I26 in the end member 6. By reason 
of this arrangement rotation of the cam member 
H8 is prevented. A strong spring I28 urges the 
plate I22 and cam member I I8 upwardly as viewed 
in Figure 7 against the pin I I6. 
A forked end I30 of the plate I22 engages a 

groove I32 formed in a pinion I34 which is slid 
able on the end of the shaft I4 and meshes with 
the gear 82. A transverse milled slot I36 in the 
pinion is arranged to receive the ?attened por 
tion 50 of the shaft I4 so that when the parts are 
in the position illustrated in Figure '7 the pinion 
I34 is disengaged from the shaft I4 and the latter 
may move freely with respect thereto but if the 
pinion is moved upwardly as viewed in Figure '7 
it will be clutched to the shaft by the location of 
the ?attened portion 50 of the shaft in the milled 
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4 
slot I36. The shift from one position to the 
other is effected by movement of the lever I I4 and 
spindle IIO through approximately 90°. When 
the positions of these parts are as in Figure 'I the 
pin II6 lies above the top of the cam II8 hold 
ing the pinion out of clutching relationship with 
the shaft I4. If, however, the parts are moved 
to their alternative position the pin I I6 by entry 
into the notches I20 and I20’ permits movement 
of the cam member II8 upwardly with resulting 
shift of the pinion to clutched relationship with 
the shaft. In order to latch the spindle I I0 yield 
ingly in its alternative position the spindle car 
ries a disc I38 a?ixed thereto between which and 
the end member 6 there reacts a strong spring I40 
(Figure 5), the line of action of which moves 
from one side to the other of dead center when 
the spindle is moved between its extreme posi 
tions. , 

A detent I42 controlled by a spring I44 acts 
upon the ratchet ‘I8 previously described to pre 
vent reverse rotation thereof. 
As will be particularly clear from Figure 4, 

when the arm H2 is in declutching position its 
knob II4 will project in the path of the member 
I08 carried by the winding arm I02. Accordingly, 
whenever the winding arm is rotated the lever 
II2 will be tripped to the dotted line position 
illustrated in Figure 4. being moved to this ex 
treme position by the action of the spring I40 
and the camming action between the pin I I6 and 
the sloping edges of the notches I20 and I20’. 
Accordingly, the ?sherman may produce auto 
matic clutching merely by starting a winding 
operation without the necessity for special ma 
nipulation of the knob II4. However, as will be 
obvious, the knob H4 is in convenient position 
to be easily flipped to either extreme position by 
the ?ngers. 
The alternative operations of the reel will be 

apparent from the foregoing description of con 
struction. The clutching of the shaft I4 to the 
pinion I34 has just been described. This clutch 
ing will not occur accidentally during a throw 
since the handle I04 is unbalanced and normally 
hangs downward with the result that centrifugal 
force will not cause its knob I08 to engage the 
lever II2 to clutch the pinion I34 to the spool 
shaft. 
The clutching of the gear 82 to the hub 14 

and to the winding arm I02 is effected through 
manipulation of the nut I00 which is so formed 
as to be readily moved to produce clutching or 
declutching by the ?ngers of the user, with what 
ever degree of friction may be desired. The pawl 
I42 prevents reverse rotation of the winding arm 
by the action of the line on the spool. The click 
42 serves to signal rotation of the spool inde 
pendently of any of the other portions of the 
mechanism. 
In particular, there may be mentioned the ac 

tion of the bearing members for the spool. As‘ 
pointed out heretofore, the freedom of the plate 
52 to rock with respect to the shaft I4 provides 
freedom of spool rotation without binding despite 
misalignment of the shaft with the bearings in 
the end members 6 and 8. Snubbing action is 
provided by the action of the member 32 on the 
spherical end of the shaft I4, some of this action 
being provided by friction between washer 52 
and bearing 60. By adjustment of the screw 26 
the compression of the spring 34 may be modi?ed 
to secure whatever retarding action on the spool 
is desired. The interengaging spherical surfaces 
provide a smooth and proper snubbing action 
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automatically achieving the results which are 
usually secured by applying friction to, the spool 
through thumbing, the desired frictional action 
being secured by adjustment of the compression 
of spring 34 by manipulation of screw 26. 

It will be clear that variations may be made in 
the details of the construction described without 
departing from the invention as de?ned in the 
following claims. 
What I claim and desire to protect by Letters 

Patent 15: 
1. A ?shing reel comprising a frame, a spool 

having a shaft, and bearings supporting the shaft 
in the frame, one of said bearings including a 
bearing element carried by the frame and a sec 
ond bearing element rotating with the shaft and 
having only the innermost portion of one radial 
face thereof in engagement with the shaft but 
having universal freedom of tilting movement 
with respect to the shaft, the bearing elements 
having radial plane faces engaging each other. 

2. A ?shing reel comprising a frame, a spool 
having a shaft, and bearings supporting the shaft 
in the frame, one of said bearings including a 
bearing element carried by the frame and a sec 
ond bearing element rotating with the shaft and 
having only the innermost portion of one radial 
face thereof in engagement with the shaft but 
having universal freedom of tilting movement 
with respect to the shaft, the bearing elements 
having radial plane faces engaging each other 
through an annular region of contact. 
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3. A ?shing reel comprising a frame, a spool 

having a shaft, and bearings supporting the shaft 
in the frame, one of said bearings including a 
bearing element carried by the frame, means pro 
viding a spherical surface carried by the shaft and 
a second bearing element rotating with the shaft 
but having universal freedom of tilting movement 
with respect to the shaft and bearing against said 
spherical surface, the bearing elements having 
radial plane faces engaging each other. 

4. A ?shing reel comprising a frame, a spool 
having a shaft, and bearings supporting the shaft 
in the frame, one ofv said bearings including a 
bearing element carried by the frame, means 
providing a spherical surface carried by the shaft 
and a second bearing element rotating with the 
shaft but having universal freedom of tilting 
movement with respect to the shaft and bearing 
against said spherical surface, the bearing ele 
ments having radial plane faces engaging each 
other, through an annular region of contact. 

BERNARD E. BERIJNGER. 
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